In contrast with the case of the usual generalized Verma modules, the most difficult point in the study of our g-modules is the character formula, which will be proved in (6. 3). Once we get the character formula, we can deduce several consequences from it. For instance, we show in (6.8) that our g-modules are a generalization of the generalized Verma modules, and, we construct in §7 a resolution of our g-module by Verma modules which is a generalization of the resolution of a finite dimensional representation constructed by BernsteinGelfand-Gelfand [2] . 0.2. Using the character formula, we can also show that our £7(g)-module V(w, 1, })) actually corresponds to the local cohomology at a 5-orbit of G/P. See (6.6) . This fact enables us a ^-module theoretic study of our £/(g)-modules, by which we get an irreducibility criterion (9.13) for generalized Verma modules in terms of the ^-functions of the semi-invariants. (See (9.2) for the semiinvariants.) Our irreducibility criterion is far different from, and unfortunately, less complete than the Jantzen's one [16] , for we need to assume the antidominancy in order to use the generalities concerning the localization functor [1] . In this regard, see (9.14).
0.3.
Let us explain our motivation. Assume that g is simple, the nilpotent radical u of J) is commutative, and a Levi subalgebra I of p is normalized by the longest element of the Weyl group. Let L be the Levi subgroup of P corresponding to L Then it is known that (L, adjoint action, u) is an irreducible regular prehomogeneous vector space, that there is an irreducible polynomial / on u which is relatively L-mvariant, and that there is a unique fundamental weight trf which can be extended to a character of the Lie algebra p. (See [30] , [12] for prehomogeneous vector spaces, and [25] , [27] for there special kind of prehomogeneous vector spaces.) Let b(s) be the Bernstein-Sato polynomial (=&-function) of /. In [31] At one hand, we have the ^-module S)f*> which is related to the left hand side of (0.3.1). We can show that S)/ 1 is simple if and only if b(l-j}i^ § for any j^Z.
On the other hand, we can expect that we get a £)-module, say c5«(>0, on G/P by "localizing" the generalized Verma module M(X) as in [1] . Then M(X), which is related to the right hand side of (0.3.1), would be simple if and only if M(/0 is simple. Hence, by showing that M(X)=-S)f*, we would be able to explain the observation of Suga to some extent.
In this paper, we have tried to realize this idea and get (9.13), which is our first result in this direction, although it is still unsatisfactory. 0.4. A deeply related problem is studied by M. Kashiwara [20] . The relation between the present work and [20] will become clear in [13] , the weight space of weight p. If dimF^<oo for any jteei£, we define the character ch(F) of V as the formal sum ch(y)-S^ej^dimF^)^.
Let T be an automorphism of g which normalizes i and induces -1 on t. Then r(g(a))=0(-a). For any £/(g)-module M, define a g-module structure in Hom c (M, C) by <Af, u y=-<f, r(A}uy for A^Q, /eHom c (M, C) and w^M. If M is a direct sum of weight spaces, and each weight space is of finite dimension, then put M * = {/tEHom c (M, C)|/(M^)=0 except for finitely many AI , C). Then (M*)*=A/, and ch(M*)=ch(M).
Verma module.
Extend /l^lJ=Hom fe (i A , &) to a linear character of the Lie algebra lu by putting Z\n k =Q. Let &(A) be the corresponding module, 1^ its basis element, and which is called a Verma module [33] , [3] (cf. [9] ). Denote its simple quotient by V(Z)=V k (X). 
A generalization of Verma modules. For a ^-algebra A, put U A (a)= U k (a)
®
(L, p)=Af(L)(^A^k(p) } V(L, p}=V(L] ®AdL*)k(p} etc. If p(X) is the maximal ideal of A(L) consisting of polynomial functions vanishing at X <=L, then A(L) -* k(p(
is the evaluation at 2., which we shall denote by the same letter /I Put
V(L, V=V k (L, X):=V(L,

Let PW:={0\, K=K(L): = k(p(i», M K (L}:=M(L, PW = M(L)® A u.,K, V K (L} :=V(L, p(y))=V(L)&) A ( L )K, etc. (specializations at the generic point 77 of L). Note that K(L) is the quotient field of A(L). Thus we can consider the composition rj -rjL^i^K) of t k ->A(L)-*K(L), the Verma module M K (r] L }, and its simple quotient V K (*]L)-
Lemma 1.4. (1) M K dj L )=M K (L).
(
2) V K (TJ L )=V K (L) .
Proof. (1) is trivial. Consider M A (L} as a submodule of M K (L). Since V K (r]}=M K (r ] }/J K (r ] } and V K (L^K^M A (L)/J A (L))=M K (^/KJ A (L\ it remains to prove that
Proof. (1) Since M A (L)® A A'=M A >(L'), it suffices to show that A'J A (L)= J A '(L'). Since M A >(L')==U A >(n-, k )u A >(c)=U A >(n-tk },
we can take a free A'-basis {MI, u 2 
, we get the assertion by (1.5, (2)).
1.11. From now on, the base field is always C. Later in (4.2), (4.6) and (4.7), for a special C-subspace L of r defined over Q, we shall construct using a family of twisted ^-modules, a certain /7^(g) 
and F(L, ^) -V(L, 1},-, for ^c:L. Define J Al (Li)(fji) and F^^LO^) in the same way. Then
We can also see that (1.13.1) induces a surjective t/^1(3)-homomorphism Thus we get the desired equality. 
for /leg and a smooth function / on X. Define G-actions R and L on G itself by R(g)x = xg~1 and L(g)x = gx for any g, x^G.
Twisted ring of differential operators £) X (X).
Let H be a connected algebraic subgroup of G, l)=Lie(//) and X : fj-»C a character of the Lie algebra 6. Let F=F(;0=Fy, H) be the sheaf on G an of local holomorphic functions / such that R(A)f=-*(A)f for any A<=t>. Let X=G/H and p=p x : G->X = G/H be the natural projection. Since F has a (p an )~1O x n -module structure, it also has an ^/r^-module structure. Since L(A) (-1 =g) preserves F, F has a structure of g-module. Let We omit the proof, since it is essentially contained in the proof of (2.12). 
Dependence of O(V Q
if Ul is sufficiently small, the condition (2. 1) for A<=% and (g, X)<=GxE. Let p E : GxE-»Xx E(=(G/H}xE) be the natural projection. Since F(c) has a (^n)~1Ofx £ -module structure, it also has an ^i^/^C^ ^-module structure. Since L(A) (-4 eg) preserves F(c), F(c) has a structure of g-module. Let S) X ,E be the subring of c*p E %End c (F(c)) generated by the endomorphisms induced by O X *E and g. We want to consider S) X ,E as a family of twisted rings of differential operators 3) X (X) parametrized by l^E.
Let Fo and V be as in (2.3). Then the restriction f-+f\V 0 xE defines an isomorphism
Using this isomorphism, we can define a ^.B-module stucture of c*O™ Vo -)x E in a similar way as in (2. .1)). See also [14] . Henceforth, â -module means a ^-module which is quasi-coherent over O. 
Let Mod qc (X)
Lemma 3.5. // 1-p is anti-dominant and <JM<=Mod qc (X) is holonomic, then supp((g)r(c30)cisupp(c3/) and SS(®F(<3ti)}^SS(<3tt}. Here supp(resp. SS) denotes the support (resp. the characteristic variety).
Proof. Assume first that JH^Q does not have a proper If M is not generated by the global sections, then F(X, ^0=0 and we get the desired inclusion. If M is generated by the global sections, then F(X, M)^ §. Hence if a ^-submodule 3i of M does not have a non-zero global section, then 32£^ and, consequently, 32=0. Hence 3tt<^Mod qc , Q W and by (3.3). Thus we get the inclusion also in this case. In general, we prove the assertion by the induction on the length of 3IL in Mod qc (X) . Let be a proper submodule of M. Since P is exact by (3.3), ®F(3l) ®r(c5«/3Z)-» 0 is exact. Hence supp((8)r(c^))c:supp((8)r(3Z))Usupp( (8) .9), for any character /I of 6, we can consider the module which is holonomic. Here /: p(wN-)-*X is the inclusion mapping. By (2.7), the ^W-module structure of X(w) = H c £$>(O x (Xfi does not depend on the choice of the representative element of w. We can also consider the P(X,
Proof. As in [22] , we can calculate the character of F(X, 3£(w, Z)), and we get (without the assumption of anti-dominancy) Remark 3.9. In (3.8), we have assumed that X-p is anti-dominant. Here, we shall show that the assertion becomes false without this assumption.
9).) Since w(/i-p)-p is the highest among the weights of F(X, I£(w, X))*, we get a non-zero £/(g)-homomorphism a: M(w(X-p)-p, V)-*F(X, 3£(w,
Let G-SL 2j 5(resp. T) be the subgroup of G consisting of the uppertriangular matrices (resp. the diagonal matrices), and w=\j_ ~n )• The map- V(w, A, p) using (1.12) . In this section, we fix a subset / of S. In order to make the account easier to read, first we consider the case where ^<z=0, and at the end of this section, indicate how to generalize it. Then M has a natural 3) r module structure. The purpose of this section is to prove the following proposition. for any ^ef/. Since 0 Xj23 ' is faithfully flat over OY./W), JV'C^/cp') is uniquely determined by jV p '. Hence ^V x (f7) is unique. Thus we get the first assertion. Let p and p' be two points of A'. Take an open neighbourhood U (resp. U') of />(resp. p'), and an # /clo -module /\W) (resp. an 0 /C ff ^-module N(U'}} as in the first part. If p"^Ur\U' 9 
A free
Proposition 5.2. (1) Let N be a 3) r submodule of M-f*M' which is quasicoherent as an O x -module. For any p^X, there exists an open neighbourhood U of p and a uniquely determined O f w r submodule N'(U) of M'\f(U) such that N\U=(f\U)*N'(U). (Note that f is an open mapping.) (2) Assume that f is surjective and the fibres of f are connected. Then there is a uniquely determined O Y -submodule N' of M' such that
Corollary 5.4. Assume that f : X->Y is a smooth surjective morphism whose fibres are connected. Let M' be a quasi-coherent O Y -module, M=f*M', S(M) the set of 3) f -submodules of M which are quasi-coherent as O x -modules, and S(M f ) the set of quasi-coherent O Y -submodules of M' . Then N' -* f*N' defines a bijection
Let y=(y\,
•
/cp')vO for any p'^U. In other words, if we define a subsheaf T(u,U) of M'\f(U} by T(u, £7)=Sf=i0/aDv{, then (%| U}u=(f\U)*T(u, U). By shrinking L^, we may assume that
In order to get the second assertion, it is enough to prove that Thus we have completed the proof. §6. Character of V(w, X, $ 6.0. In this section, first we determine the character of V(w, X, p). Once the character formula is obtained, we can deduce several consequences from it. See (6.6) and (6.8). 17) and (4.1)) it is enough to prove that V A (w, c+A d , }))(//) is a projective .4-module [26] , [32] . The projectivity follows from the following lemma together with (6.3).
Let
Lemma 6.5. Let C be a polynomial ring over a field and M a C-module of finite type. Assume that the dimension of the (C/m)-vector space M/mM does not depend on the maximal ideal m of C. Then M is a projective C-module.
Proof. It is enough to prove that the quasi-coherent sheaf M on SpecC corresponding to M is C-free in a neighbourhood of any closed point mc=E SpecC, where C is the structure sheaf. Let C m be the local ring at m, and let Since V A is a free ,4-module by (6.4, (I)), the first horizontal sequence is a split exact sequence, and hence the second one is also exact. Since M A and V A are /1-free, the second and the third vertical arrows are injections, and hence the remaining one is also an injection.
(In fact, we can show that J A is a free ^-module together with its 'weight spaces' using [26] , [32] and (1.17.2).) By (1.4, (2)), V K is the simple quotient of the Verma module M K and J K the maximal submodule of M K . Remark 6.6.1. In the above theorem, we can not omit the assumption that X-p is anti-dominant. See (3.9) and (1.19). 
<±M(w(l-p)-p, }(jy)=cW(w,
where A=A c +A d -By (6.7.1) and the Weyl's character formula, the left hand side of (6.8.3) is equal to On the other hand, by (6.3) and the Weyl's character formula again, the right hand side of (6.8.3) is equal to (6.8.6) e~wP~Pw( S s^'^'c^/ w r eW 7 n^R +n Rf
• n a-e-T 1 .
ae#+\iu/2/ (Note that the highest weight of F/(/0 is M;/^.) Since w n (l-e-^-^wC replacing w' with w'w t in (6.8.6), we can see that (6.8.5) is equal to (6.8.6).
Thus we get (6.8.3) and complete the proof. Let MW, J)(/)) be a module which belongs to (6.9.2). Then by (6.8), M(K ', j)(/)) =V(M>sf, ^s^', $(wsjws)) belongs to (6.9.1). Next let us find a module which belongs to (6.9.1) but not to (6.9.2). For this purpose, it suffices to show that V(w, X, J)(/)) in (6.9.1) with Jet; belongs to (6.9.2) if and only if u;(/7 7 )c=-/7. Assume that F(i#, X, £(/)) is isomorphic to some module M(X, }>(/)) m the set (6.9.2). By the Weyl's character formula and by (6.7.1),
Note that the numerator of the right hand side of (6. (Moreover, comparing the highest terms of (6.9.6), we get
Conversely, assume V(w, 1, $(!)) in (6.9.1) is given and u>(II/)<=-IL Then, by (6.8 
), V(w, X, W)=M(w(l-p)-p, ^(wlw' 1 )) belongs to (6.9.2). Hence, if
X is Wi -invariant, V(w, I, X^)) in C 6 -9 -1 ) belongs to (6.9.2) if and only if M>(n/)<=-n« Thus (6.9.1) is strictly larger than (6.9.2). In other words, our £7(g)-module V(w, 1, p) is a further generalization of generalized Verma modules. §7. Resolutions of V(iv, I, p) 7.0. Resolutions of a finite dimensional £/(g)-modules by the Verma modules were constructed in [2] and [22] in several ways. In this section, we shall construct resolutions of V(w, ^, J>) by the Verma modules. First we construct a resolution of V(w, /I, J>) using the Grothendieck-Cousin complex [22] . Then using this resolution instead of [2, 9.9] , and following the argument of [2] , we construct a second resolution, which is a generalization of the resolution of a finite dimensional representation constructed by Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand [2, 10.1 and 10.1']. In order to reduce our task, we consider only the case where A is ^/-invariant.
Grothendieck-Cousin complex.
We fix an element w^W/W^i until the end of (7.6). Let See [22, 7.8] . We have also the /oca/ COMSJ'H complex [22, 8.6] 
where l'=l(wi) and
Proof. As a dual of (7.3.7), we get the exact sequence
Thus the assertion follows from (3.8).
Using (6.6), the above assertion can be also stated as follows.
Lemma 7.5. // ^t/, ad , we have an exact sequence of U( §)-modules
where I' and B t are as in (7.4). Proof. Since (7.16) and (7.17) can be proved in the same way, we shall prove only (7.17) . The surjectivity of e is obvious. Assume that we have already proved the exactness at C 0 (/D, ••• , C\_i(A), and let us prove the exactness at C t U). (If f=0, we do not assume anything.) Let Cj-=CjW) and Kj=kQrdj. The desired equality d l+ i(C l+1 )=Kt is obtained by modifying the proof of [2, 10 . T]-Here, we provisionally use notations close to those in [2] . Also in our case, it is enough to prove the same assertions as Lemmas 10.5, 10.6 and 10.7 of [2] . We do not need any modification concerning Lemma 10.5 of [2] . As in [2] , the proof of "Lemma 10.6" is divided into following two steps.
Lemma a. JH(K^JH(C^.
The proof is the same as in [2] except that we use the exact sequenece (7.5.1) instead of the one constructed in [2, 9.9] .
Lemma b. Let /leT, M<=0, and L(h -p} be the simple quotient of the Verma module M(i-p)=U(^® uw C(i-p).
(See [2, §8] 
for O). Assume that X is maximal in {^T L(cj}-p} occurs in J H(M}} . Let r: M(A -p)-*M be a homomorphism such that the image r(fx-p) of the canonical generator f x-P of M(Z-p) is not zero. Then the image of r(fx-
Proof. We shall prove the assertion by the induction on the length of M. Let fj-pEiM be a weight vector whose weight (])-p is maximal among the weights of M and /VciM the submodule generated by f$-p . Concerning the case where r(/^_ i0 )^iV, we do not need any modification of the proof given in [2] . Assume that r(f^p)^N.
the other hand, L(<f>-p)^JH(N)c:JH(M).
According to the condition of the lemma, we get A=</>. Since , using these sequences, we can show that dim/f t /n-/iCf=dimTori+i(C, V(w, I, £)). On the other hand, by (7.6), we get dimC 4+1 /n-C t+ i=card T/F^+ 1) =dimToriV-i(C, V(w, Z, £)).
Remark 7.18. We assumed that X-p is anti-dominant in (7.17). The author does not know whether this condition is necessary or not. A deeply related result is obtained by O. Gabber and A. Joseph [10] . Proof. This lemma is essentially due to Sabbah [28] . Since Sabbah works in the analytic category, we need to deduce from it the corresponding assertion in the algebraic category. The necessary argument is the same as the last part of the proof of [12, 2.5 
9.12.
As an application of (9.4), we get a criterion for the simplicity of V(w, /(, p) in terms of ^-modules under certain assumptions. Here we restrict ourselves to the generalized Verma modules.
Let A=A c +A d be a character of 1, where X c is JF/-invariant and A d is a highest weight of a finite dimensional P-module. First, assume that Remark 9.14. We assumed (9.12.1) only to exclude the trivial case. The author conjectures that the assumptions (9.12.3) and (9.12.4) are always satisfied. Thus the assumptions except (9.12.2) would be harmless. But (9.12.2) is essential and, because of this assumption, our irreducibility criterion is less complete than the one given by Jantzen [16] . In our forthcoming paper [13] , we shall start to study the simplicity of generalized Verma modules and thê -functions of the semi-invariants without such assumptions. The relation between (9.13) and the result of Suga [31] will also become clear in [13] .
